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Joe Rosen Papers Inventory  
 

1. Photograph a young man, a Buchenwald concentration camp survivor posing by a metal railing with a 
river in the background.   
 
2. Photograph of two Buchenwald concentration camp survivors after liberation. The photograph taken 
by an American soldier at Buchenwald concentration camp. 
 
3. A group photograph of concentration camp survivors shortly after liberation including five young men 
and a young woman. The group poses in front of a metal railing with a river in the background.  
 
4. A U.S. Army Signal Corps photograph of a torture device used in a German concentration camp.  
 
5. A U.S. Army Signal Corps photograph of German civilians viewing Buchenwald after liberation.  
 
6. U.S. Army Signal Corps photograph taken at Bergen Belsen after liberation.  
 
7. U.S. Army Signal Corps photograph of surviving prisoners at the Buchenwald concentration camp.  
 
8. U.S. Army Signal Corps photograph of a concentration camp crematorium after liberation.  
 
9. U.S. Army Signal Corps photograph of General Dwight D. Eisenhower, General Omar N. Bradley, and 
General George S. Patton inspecting a concentration camp.  
 
10. U.S. Army Signal Corps photograph of an unidentified concentration camp. Prisoners standing and 
squatting in the yard of a concentration camp; a barbed-wire fence stands on the right side of the 
image.  
 
11. A photograph of Bergen-Belsen concentration camp after liberation. Two British soldiers holding 
submachineguns stand at left of image, while a crowd of young men and women in civilian clothes stand 
behind them. 
 
12. A photograph of corpses at the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp after liberation. View of 
emaciated, decomposing corpses strewn on the ground with a watchtower and camp buildings visible in 
background.  
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13. A photograph of survivors and victims at the Buchenwald concentration camp after liberation. Two 
survivors behind a push-cart which bears a partially-clad corpse.  
 
14. A photograph of an open mass grave at Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. Three men and one in a 
German military uniform, standing at the edge of an open mass grave.  
 
15. U.S. Army Signal Corps photograph of German civilians viewing the Buchenwald concentration camp 
after liberation. A group of men and women in civilian clothing stand in foreground viewing a large cart 
loaded with emaciated corpses, as American soldiers look on.  
 
16. Photograph of a model torture devices at Buchenwald after liberation. Transcription: "MODEL!/The 
original was destroyed by the SS murder-bandits before their withdrawal [sic]" and "The so-called 
bock!/A Nazi cultural memorial in all concentration camps. 25 and more lashes for the slightest reasons, 
often on the bare buttocks. With loss of consciousness, the prisoner would be doused with cold water 
until he returned to consciousness and was then beaten further.”  
 
17. Likely a U.S. Army Signal Corps photograph of the crematorium at Buchenwald concentration camp.  
 
18. Photograph of Bergen-Belsen camp commandant, Josef Cramer, under armed guard after liberation.  
 
19. Photograph of captured female SS guards at Bergen-Belsen. Six uniformed women standing outside 
a camp building, their eyes appear to avoid the camera lens.  
 
20. Photograph of captured female SS personnel at Bergen Belsen after liberation. Uniformed women 
standing in formation with a truck and soldier in the background.  
 
21. Copy photograph of French edition Signal Corps photograph of children at Buchenwald after 
liberation. View of children marching in a column through a camp gate toward the camera flanked by 
adults and soldiers.  
 
22. French identification card issued to survivor of Buchenwald. Reads, "FÉDÉRATION NATIONALE/DES 
DÉPORTS ET INTERNÉS/PATRIOTES/10. RUE LEROUX PARIS - XVI/[image of concentration camp 
badge]/1946/Carte d'Adhérent/DÉPORTÉ/N§ 3322"; verso: preprinted categories with details inscribed 
in pen, "Département de la Seine/NOM Rosen/Prénoms Joseph/Adresse 5 Rue Rollin/Profession 
Etudiant/Né le 20.5.1927/à Tchicoslovaquie/[ID photo attached with two staples] Empreintes/LE 
TITULAIRE./[illegible ink stamp superimposed over photo]/Section locale du 5[illegible]/Arrêté le 
16.4.1944/Déporté le __/Prisons ou/Camps/en Allemagne/Auschwitz/Buchenwald/Kommandos 
Steinbarak/Matricule 42836/[two adhesive stamps: 'FNDIP' with image of concentration camp 
badge]/LE PRESIDENT, LE SECRÉTAIRE GÉNÉRALE,/[preprinted signatures]"; recto: (back cover), "Contre 
les hommes et les/instruments le la trahison/Pour la féfense de nos/intérêts matériels et moraux/Pour 
sauver de l'oubli notre/martyre/Pour que nous mêmes et nos/enfants ne revoyons.../plus 
jamais/ça!/TOUS UNIS/pour la renaissance de notre patrie." 
 
23. French identity card issued to Holocaust survivor. Reads, "RÉPUBLIQUE FRAN€AISE/MINISTÉRE DES 
PRISONNIERS, DÉPORTÉS ET RÉFUGIÉS/CARTE DE RAPATRIÉ/TITRE PROVISOIRE D'IDENTITÉ"; lower edge, 
inscription in pen, "Vn S 14. IVRY/le 7.7.45/5E"; ink stamp, "MINISTERE des PRISONNIERS de GUERRE 
DEPORTES et REFUGIES/CENTRE/FORMALITÉS/Le Médecin/Chef." 
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